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The Final Flourish: 
Paper Expert Alton DuLaney 
Thinks an Unwrapped Gift Is
Simply Unpresentable

DuLaney, whose wrapping pedigree would shame Santa’s elves and is the length of, well, some of the ribbons he uses, was Kate’s 
Paperie’s creative director turned gift-wrap rapper (really, YouTube it!), who won Scotch Brand’s $10,000 Most Gifted Wrapper contest 
in 2008 with his baby grand piano wrap. Before you could say “TV talk show guest,” he recalls with a laugh, “A star was born!” 
But DuLaney himself is the real package: energetic and spirited, a gifted wrapping expert on air and in person, who went solo in 2010.
 His background working in fashion and window dressing helped provide a seamless transition. “Coordinating paper and ribbons is 
almost like putting together an outfit—you want an overall, cohesive look that feels stylish—and it doesn’t matter what you spend on it; 
it’s more how you look in it! With a little creativity, you can have an amazing-looking package.
 “Gift wrapping is an art,” continues this art major from the University of Texas, Austin, who compares his work to “painting with 
paper and ribbon.” DuLaney applies an artistic approach to everything he does, including teaching Paper Arts at Craftsy.com, where he 
covers subjects ranging from gift wrapping to paper decorating.
 He recommends personalizing with a little something from the heart. “The proper wrap, one done with love and/or creativity, turns 
any purchase into a gift. Taking the time to wrap a gift beautifully shows that you put both care and thought into the gifting process.” 
His biggest advice? “Have fun.”
 And embrace a theme. “Last year, a very special person in my life found a beach towel wrapped under the tree, only to discover 
tickets to a tropical vacation tucked inside. Did I mention I like to have fun with it?!”

Turning a present into a memorable gift is an act that transcends mere 
purchase. As gift-wrapping guru Alton DuLaney quips, you must 
“put the present in presentation.”
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S O M E  T R I C K S  O F  T H E  T R A D E

Create a gift-giving experience, e.g., 
tying a ribbon to the gift with one side trailing 
toward… that new pet in the kitchen or a new 
car in the garage.

Attach an additional item as a decorative 
embellishment, making the actual wrapping 
element part of the gift—perhaps a lipstick 
on a makeup kit or a weekender attached 
to an airline ticket.

Enclose a small piece of jewelry in 
an oversized box with weights inside,
 to throw off the recipient.

Wrap a watch to look like a watch and 
a tennis racquet to look like a racquet.

Wrap housewarming gifts in wallpaper, 
new-job gifts in the want ads, a chilled bottle 
of Champagne in snowflaked cellophane.

When gifting money, tape the bills together to 
create a custom sheet of gift wrap, then wrap 
an empty box. 


